THE CITY LIBRARY TO HOST
STRANGERS IN PARADISE WRITER/ARTIST TERRY MOORE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH — Night Flight Comics in cooperation with The City Library is pleased to
announce award winning creator/writer/artist for Strangers In Paradise Terry Moore. Artist
reading, Q&A and autograph session will take place in the auditorium and urban room Friday,
September 8th 2006 at 4:00 p.m.
Terry Moore began writing and drawing his award winning comic book series, Strangers In
Paradise, in 1993. Since then he has produced over ninety issues of the larger than life saga
featuring Francine, Katchoo and the amazing cast of friends and lovers in their lives. Strangers In
Paradise is published under Moore’s own imprint, Abstract Studio and is one of the most
successful independently published books in the comics industry.
A standout in the comic book industry since he began creating Strangers In Paradise, Terry
Moore’s writing and art are favorites among fans. During his career, Moore has written and drawn
mainstream titles such as Birds of Prey for DC Comics, Wildstorm’s Gen 13, Ultimate Team-Up for
Marvel, and most recently, Darkness-Vampirella for Top Cow.
Strangers In Paradise is available in eight languages and is near the top of the charts for graphic
novel sales worldwide with over 1,000,000 copies sold. Celebrating thirteen years of Strangers In
Paradise in 2006 Moore continues to enthrall readers with the adventures of Francine and
Katchoo.

ABOUT STRANGERS IN PARADISE…
•

YALSA/ALA selection Popular Paperback for Young Adults in 2003, 2005, 2006

•
•

Winner of the National Cartoonists Society Reuben Award for Best Comic Book in
2003
Winner of the Inkpot Award for Outstanding Achievement in Comic Arts in 2003

•

YALSA/ALA selection Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults in 2002

•

Winner of the GLAAD Media Award for Best Comic Book in 2000

•

Winner of the Will Eisner Comics Industry Award for Best Serialized Story in 1996

•

Published in eight languages around the world including English, French, German,
Spanish, Finnish, Portuguese, Dutch, Italian and Croatian.

PRAISE FOR STRANGERS IN PARADISE…
“Terry’s managed to take the traditional love triangle and keep the story vital and involving for
over a hundred issues, via two different companies, maybe three. When people say romance
comics are dead, I shove an SIP graphic novel into their hands.”
- Kevin Smith
“What most people don’t know about love and relationships would fill a book. Strangers In
Paradise is that book.”
- Neil Gaiman
“Moore’s attention to detail in characterization makes Katchoo and the gang jump off the page. A
sophisticated must-read…”
- Booklist
For more information, call Mimi Cruz | 801.272.8343
Stranger In Paradise © 2006 Terry Moore. Use with permission.

